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FROM DATA TO DEPLOYMENT: 
Recent innovation and market updates in the UK Protection market

Data gathered from a webinar hosted by Montoux and iPipeline with 
a broad spectrum of attendees from life  insurers in attendance

Protection market updates from  the first quarter of 2021

• Overall new business volumes through iPipeline were up 10% YoY in Q1, 
with March being a record month.

• 2020 saw a lot of repricing activity, with a 30% increase in price 
movements detected compared with 2019.

• Business mix changed in the last 18 months: more Decreasing Life written, 
suppressed volumes of Income Protection activity. Sales to 0 and 1 week 
deferred period plans in Q1 2021 were 9% of the volumes seen in Q1 2020

“In the Protection market there’s clearly firms investing very heavily and 
deliberately in their capabilities and it is translating through into market share. 
Those playing catch-up must move quickly and decisively to close that gap.” 

Stephen Carlin, Montoux

Say the repricing 
process and 
determining 
new premium 
rates is the most 
challenging part 
of the pricing 
process  

40%

Are monitoring 
competitive 
positioning on a 
daily basis

8%

The market is on the move
Where are you within these three horizons of pricing evolution?

Improving the pricing cycle

• Improving data & use  
of analytics

• Increasing frequency  
of repricing

• Building more granular analysis & 
rate books

• More sophisticated pricing methods

• Streamlining underwriting journeys 
and rate deployment
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Dynamic lifetime pricing

• Digital engagement and embedded  
wellness services

• Responsive, lifetime repricing based 
on health data and incentives

• Real-time market and portfolio 
insights inform pricing algorithms

• Optimal pricing across new business 
and in-force portfolios

• Embedded ML and AI continuously 
refine pricing algorithms
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Dynamic Point-of-Sale pricing

• Near real-time market and portfolio 
insights inform pricing decisions

• Advanced, low-friction underwriting 
supports a granular view of risk

• Granular insights into customer and 
advisor behaviour

• Point of sale pricing supports fast and  
granular pricing 
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pricing teams leverage 
underwriting data each time 

they reprice

&
pricing teams rarely ever 

leverage underwriting data 
when they reprice
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